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Possible Changes – Cell
Phones/Electronic Devices
Consistency in expectations in the
classroom between classrooms and
between schools.
Set standards that are enforced.
“All or none” with Cell Phones.
*Need-classroom management
training/professional development for:
-engaging students how to use cell phones
for instruction
-engaging students how to NOT use cell
phones in class.
Consistency in consequences is needed.
Eliminate cell phones-anything that can be
done on a cell phone can also be done on
an iPad or laptop.
Cell phones must not be visible [we don’t
like the work ‘visible’, but could not come
to a consensus].
“At BYOD-approved schools, cell phones
shall not be used during the school day
unless it is for educational purposes as
directed by the classroom teacher or
administrator.”
“Upon the first offense the student shall
be warned; the student’s parent or
guardian shall be notified.” [remove that
the phone be confiscated]
1st offense=warning
2nd offense=the phone will be confiscated.
Class cutting-remove this whole policy!!
Two or more unexcused absences during a
marking period will not receive higher
than 59%
Some verbiage relating to BYOD in the
code.
Cell phones NOT allowed on bus for
elementary by permission
Spirit to avoid inappropriate use
Consistency from school to school
BYOD what happens when a student is
unable to provide a device?
Students may not use cell phones or
Bluetooth connected smart devices on
school property before, during or after
school.

Reason

Social Bullying

This brings on more bullying.
Streamline into and add smart devices
connected to phone via Bluetooth.
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Images or videos must not be used to
transmit image or video to devices or
social media at any time.
Cell phone use is permitted as follows:
1-Elementary school students MAY NOT
possess or use a cell phone on school
property during school hours. Exceptions
may be made by school administration on
a case-by-case basis.
2-Middle school students MAY possess a
cell phone on school property as long as
the cell phone is powered off and stored
in the student’s locker.
3-High school students MAY possess a cell
phone on school property during
designated times in accordance with the
school’s posted policy.
Portland Dress Code-Add a caveat about
tops having sleeves. Otherwise, I
recommend that we adopt this policy!
Cell Phone-Middle School-take out “Stored
in locker”

Middle school- ADD… “At the discretion of
coach or sponsor”
Add to all school levels “At no time will
permission for cell phone possession or
use be granted for socializing.”
Cell phone- Add consequences for
recording fights and also for
posting/sharing videos
Eliminate yellow zone. Keep green and red
zone.

Phone time lunch at high school-green
zone.
Cell Phone High School- Green zone during lunch
No phone in hallways, keep as a Red Zone.
Add more training and reinforcement to
9th and 10th students.
Add calculator holders and/or pocket
charts for classrooms to store phones.
Develop a more severe set of
consequences for testing violations.

Admin feedback noted problems that arise
requiring discipline often start with
transmission of images or videos.
Allow for continuity with individuality,
protect autonomy of school leadership and
facilitation of school community/culture.

This would prevent allowing tube-tops.

-Kids fear that phone will be stolen
-They want to have phone on them.
-They share locker combos.
Ensure phone is powered off.
-Some events are appropriate for phone
use; allow adult leader to make decisions.
Add this to header/intro for all school
levels.
*Posting on social media should result in a
more severe consequence.
*Everyone usually has phone in pocket-It is
ready when allowed. Keep only green-use
allowed. Keep only red-use not allowed.

Allow an opportunity to use phone during
non-instruction.
Slows down transitions.
Begin early and often
Safely store the phones.
Major violation and/or disruption.
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Minimum consequences of Saturday
school.
Add smartwatches and AirPods to testing
paragraph on P.10
Adding language about the use of
smartwatches and other devices that
connect to phones/electronics.
Have we looked at a good county-wide
Digital Citizenship program like Common
Sense across the county?
Match language on offense to matrix.
*Consider looking @grants to change
BYOD schools to 1:1 to help with the
“can’t put it back” program.
**Direct consequences of use of cell
phones during instruction is poor
performance on assessments and
assignments-leads to lower grades. (This
doesn’t need to be added, but something
to consider and maybe a warning label
could be included.)
Middle school students may possess cell
phones after school. (except if staying for
educational purposes)
BYOD-Should be countywide (high and
middle)
Camera/video use maybe used after
school activates when allowed.
Fine with elementary except with while
attending, not participating in an activity.
Middle School—Same question?
Possibly combine Middle and High School
(?)
Concern about phones on bus if they
cannot be heard.
Consistency between policy and teacher
actions

Students can access apps and other media
via compatible devices that aren’t directly
covered in the Code of Student Conduct.

Does not match.

Standard rules same for all schools with
BYOD

